
PawPrints December 2, 2022
Principal’s Message:
Dear PRS Community,

I cannot believe that we are already in the month of December!!  The time has
certainly been flying by!

I’m very excited about the work and the learning that our students have
engaged in for the first few months of school.  I love spending time in classrooms
observing our teachers and students setting and achieving learning goals.    We
regularly look at student data and progress to discuss next steps for our learners.
We had our first parent/teacher conference day on November 30th and we are
eager to meet with and work with all of our parents as we reflect on student
progress to date and set goals for the coming months.

I’m so appreciative of our parent community.  You continue to be so  incredibly
supportive of the PRS teachers and our staff members.  Your regular show of love
and support makes a world of difference.

Parents often say that their child doesn’t share about their school day.  Here are
some conversation starters that may help…

1. “Let’s see what you brought home today.”
2. “Show me what you have for homework.”
3. “Describe a book you enjoyed today.”
4. “Tell me what you learned that you’d like to know more about.”



5. “What did you do during recess today?”  “Who did you play with?”
6. “How did you show kindness to someone today?”

Wishing everyone a magical holiday season!!

Fondly,
Michelle

Kindergarten

Hello Kindergarten Families! We are working so hard in school. We are beginning to
learn about the characters, problems, and the  setting in a story. As well as
mastering all of the lowercase letter names, sounds and sight words. We are writing
stories using pictures, labels, and beginning to write words on a line. In Math, we
are working on decomposing and composing numbers to 10! Please be sure to read
each night with your child and practice counting to 100.

First Grade
It is hard to believe that we are already at the end of November! Our first

graders have been working so incredibly hard in school!

This month our first grade students were accepted into the SSDA! The
Super Secret Detective Agency and became real word detectives… badges and
all! Students have been busy solving all kinds of words and reading SO many



books by reading words in a snap, figuring out what would make sense in the
story, getting a running start, looking at all of the parts of a word and so much
more!

In writing, first graders have been hard at work bringing their stories to
life! Students have been unfreezing their characters by making them move and
talk, telling their stories in small steps which means adding lots of details, and
making their characters think and feel!

In math, students learned all about shapes and their attributes! They were
able to identify, sort, and use these shapes in so many ways just like real
mathematicians! We also jumped back into story problems and have been using
ten frames, tape diagrams, number bonds, and other math manipulatives to
solve addition problems! We are about to start subtraction problems as well
which is also extremely exciting for our kiddos!

Other fun activities that first graders have participated in include making
their turkey in disguises, learning all about sound including making their own
kazoos, and learning how to set goals for themselves!

This is a really amazing time for our first graders as they are learning and
growing so much! What a fun journey it has been so far for us this year!

Second Grade
It has been a fun month of learning in second grade!  The second

graders have been reading and learning about non-fiction books.  They
have learned about text features such as the table of contents, headings,
illustrations, captions, and the glossary.  They have also found many
interesting facts and jotted inquisitive questions about the topics they’ve
read.  The students also enjoyed learning a lot about Veterans Day and
Thanksgiving!



In Math, the second graders have been solving addition problems,
including money and length measurement.  They are using strategies with
tools that support understanding of place value, including base-ten blocks,
open number line and the hundred chart.  They have learned that numbers
can be combined by thinking about the value of their digit, combining tens
with tens and ones with ones and sometimes putting together 10 ones into
1 ten.  The students have also played games that assists their paper and
pencil fluency with addition within 100.  The second graders are amazing
learners!

Third Grade
Did you know that November was Native American Heritage Month?

Third graders studied the Native Americans who lived in our Eastern

Woodland area and other regions around North America! So far, third

graders have decided that the Wampanoag people, the people who lived in

the Cape Cod area, were both smart- utilizing nature in every possible way

to survive, and kind- teaching the pilgrims how to plant and harvest native

crops to help them survive the harsh New England winter. The Native

Americans never wasted anything and they were very hard workers!

In the month of December, we will continue reading nonfiction texts.

Soon, as writers we will be using what we know about informational books

to write our own. In math, we are working hard to become multiplication

masters. We will continue to build fact fluency!



Fourth Grade
In November, 4th graders were busy learning about plant and

animal structures in Science.  They were first introduced to the
problem of bears and human interactions, specifically bears getting
into human’s garbage looking for food.  Students watched news clips
of this and began to form ideas and designs about how to keep this
from happening.  Throughout a series of learning sequences and
activities on the senses of sight, smell and sound, students were able
to finalize a design that prevents /deters bears from breaking into
human possessions, using all of the different information they have
learned. Solving real-world problems makes Science even more
engaging!

Fifth Grade
Fifth grade has been awesome. We’ve studied hard in all subjects. In

Science, we have learned about matter, in math, we have been focusing on
fractions and decimals, and PRS fifth graders had an amazing trip to the Old
State House. We’ve learned so much this year, and we can’t wait to see what
else this fifth grade year brings.



In math we’ve been learning about decimals and fractions. Guess what,
they’re the same thing just in different forms. In fifth grade we took a big step up,
we started learning about adding and subtracting decimals and fractions. On our
computers we’ve played math games that help us make and understand
equivalent fractions, and add decimals with unlike denominators.

In math this year we also have many students on Reflex. These students
are working hard on mastering their  multiplication facts everyday, our fifth
graders on Reflex are progressing so much.

This year the fifth graders of PRS ventured off to the Old State House.
When we arrived we were split into three groups and sent into different rooms.
One group set out for the courtroom. In this courtroom we experienced a real
case by being part of it ourselves.

Next, a group may have set forth into the senate chambers. In the senate
chambers we encounter and be part of a real voting poll. Two kids from each
group would be chosen. Then, the other kids in the group would vote for one or
the other.

One room some groups explored was the discovery room. In this room we
were able to explore and discover super cool things. One object that the fifth
graders discovered might have been a two headed cow, or the two headed pig.
Other objects in this room are huge bones and silky fur. Everything in this room is
completely real.

In science class fifth graders have been studying the four states of matter.
The four states of matter are solid, liquid, gas, and plasma. We the fifth graders
experimented with those four states of matter. We got goggles and gloves, we
had a blast. We learned about changing states of matter. We spent hours
learning about matter and how it changes. In the end some classes even wrote
an essay about all the states of matter. Now, we are learning about Space
Systems! It is really cool.

In conclusion, you can see how hard fifth graders study and work. We
enjoy our science lessons with experiments, and learn so much about fractions
and decimals. While studying our government we even made it to the Old State
House. Fifth Grade is really amazing.

Written By: Claire Kaminski



Reading Corner
Reading is one of the most fundamental things that children must master to
succeed. Therefore, consider giving the gift of books this holiday season.
Books are the perfect gift for anyone of any age. They provide hours of
surprise, wonder, escape and discovery.  Wish it, and it will come true
within the pages of a book. Through reading, children learn about people,
places and events outside their own experience. Share the love of books
with your children and loved ones throughout the entire year!

Any book that helps a child to form a habit of reading, to make reading one
of his deep and continuing needs, is good for him.
-Maya Angelou

-PRS Reading Team

Specials-Library Media with Mrs. LaRock!
PRS is brimming with enthusiastic readers!  While all grade levels began the year

reviewing book care, where to find books in our library, and how to search for

books in the Destiny Library Catalog (grades 3-5), we have moved on to author

studies!

Kindergarten:  Kindergartners are wrapping up a unit on characters.  In stories like

The Pigeon Will Ride the Roller Coaster, Going Up, Fall is Not Easy and Bark

George, we have noticed that characters can be animals, people and even things like

trees!  We will begin our first author study in December and will read several



books by author Philip Stead: A Sick Day for Amos McGee, Samson in the Snow,

Bear Has a Story To Tell and more!

First Grade:  First graders are enjoying books by author Mac Barnett!  His silly

writing style has been very enjoyable as we’ve read Noisy Night, Square, Triangle,

Circle, and Sam and Dave Dig a Hole!

Second Grade:   Second grade has just begun an author study on Oliver Jeffers,

an Irish author/illustrator/artist whose books are filled with fun characters!  We

have enjoyed Lost & Found and In & Out, and will be reading Stuck, This Moose

Belongs to Me and The Great Paper Caper.  Second graders can enjoy Oliver’s Stay

At Home Story Time on his website where he reads his books to us!

https://www.oliverjeffers.com/books#/abookaday/

Third Grade:  Third graders spent time reviewing the online resources PebbleGo

Next and Britannica, and used these sites to learn more about Native American life

in the United States.  This month, they will begin to read books by

author/illustrator Christian Robinson.   We will start with his collaborations with

author Matt de la Pena, Last Stop on Market Street, Carmela Full of Wishes, Milo

Imagines the World, and will also read the books he’s written and illustrated on his

own, You Matter and Another.

Fourth Grade:  In fourth grade, we have recently finished reviewing the many

available online resources that we can use through the South Windsor Public

Schools website (PebbleGo Next, Britannica, Britannica Image Quest) and have

started reading books by Chris Van Allsburg.  We will enjoy classics such as The

Polar Express as well as books that really make you think about what’s going on (he

is a master at writing stories that encourage readers to make inferences), like The

Stranger, The Widow’s Broom and The Sweetest Fig.

Fifth Grade:  Fifth graders have also completed a review of trusted online

resources (PebbleGo Next, Britannica, CultureGrams, ResearchIT CT) and are

encouraged to use these resources when researching or learning about a new topic

(such as branches of the government and space) because they are written by

experts.  We will continue to use these resources as we move into a unit on website

evaluation.

I will continue to send home overdue notices at the end of each month so that you

are aware of the books checked out to your student(s) account(s).  Please assist

your student(s) in returning books to school on time so other students are able to

enjoy those books as well. THANK YOU!

I hope you have a lovely holiday season—books make great gifts that keep on giving!

https://www.oliverjeffers.com/books#/abookaday/


Just a quick thank you to all the parents and students. I am retiring at the end of December. I

wish you all good health and happiness always. It has been truly a rewarding experience and

an honor to be the PRS nurse. Thank you!  Colleen Heneghan, RN

Healthy Reminders from the Health Room

December is upon us and so will the cold weather-eventually! I have seen the start of cold, FLU .

RSV and COVID  in the office. It appears strep throat, bad coughs/colds are going around school.

Now is a  good time to review some of the district guidelines for school attendance. It would be

helpful to reinforce constant hand washing, and proper coughing (into your elbow) to help

minimize the spread of germs.

Illnesses

Please keep your child home from school if he/she has complaints in the

morning of headache, sore throat, nausea/vomiting, diarrhea or elevated

temperature. These complaints may be the beginning of an illness.  If your child has

any of these symptoms, he/she may be more susceptible to germs and may spread

germs to others.

The 24 Hour Rule

If your child has a fever over 100 degrees, he/she must be fever free, without any medication,

for 24 hours before returning to school.  This rule also applies for vomiting and diarrhea.  If



your child has an illness that requires antibiotics, he/she must be on the medication for 24

hours before returning to school.

Medication

If it becomes necessary for your child to receive medication during the school day, a permission

form (supplied by the school and required by Connecticut state law), must be completed by the

doctor and parent before the medication can be administered. The medication must be

delivered to the school by a responsible adult in a properly labeled container.  Please DO NOT

send any medication to school with your child, they are not allowed t transport any

medication. This includes over the counter medication.

Tylenol/Ibuprofen/Sunscreen/Insect Repellent/Cough Drops have a separate form that must

be filled out and signed by a parent. Ibuprofen/Sunscreen/Insect Repellent/Cough Drops all

must be brought in from home and dropped off with form at the nurse’s office.

Clothing

The health room does NOT keep clothing on hand for accidents. If a child has a bathroom

accident, a food spill accident, or an accident because of wet conditions (rain or snow) a parent

will be called for a change of clothes. We would not want any child to feel uncomfortable, and

will try to minimize this as well as we can. Remember try to have the kids dress accordingly for

all sorts of weather and be prepared.

. National Influenza Week is December 5-9

Take time to get a https://www.cdc.gov/flu/prevent/

● CDC recommends a yearly flu vaccine as the first and most important step in protecting

against flu viruses.

● While there are many different flu viruses, a flu vaccine protects against the viruses that

research suggests will be most common. (See Vaccine Virus Selection for this season’s

vaccine composition.)

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/prevent/
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/season/vaccine-selection.htm


● Flu vaccination can reduce flu illnesses, doctors’ visits, and missed work and school due to

flu, as well as prevent flu-related hospitalizations.

● Everyone 6 months of age and older should get a flu vaccine every year before flu activity

begins in their community. CDC recommends getting vaccinated by the end of October, if

possible.  Learn more about vaccine timing.

● CDC recommends use of injectable influenza vaccines (including inactivated influenza

vaccines and recombinant influenza vaccines) during 2017-2018. The nasal spray flu vaccine

(live attenuated influenza vaccine or LAIV) should not be used during 2017-2018.

● Vaccination of high risk persons is especially important to decrease their risk of severe flu

illness.

● People at high risk of serious flu complications include young children, pregnant women,

people with chronic health conditions like asthma, diabetes or heart and lung disease

and people 65 years and older.

● Vaccination also is important for health care workers, and other people who live with or

care for high risk people to keep from spreading flu to them.

● Children younger than 6 months are at high risk of serious flu illness, but are too young to

be vaccinated. People who care for infants should be vaccinated instead.

Cover your nose and mouth with a tissue when you cough or sneeze.

Take everyday preventive actions to stop the spread of germs.

● Try to avoid close contact with sick people.

● While sick, limit contact with others as much as possible to keep from infecting them.

● If you are sick with flu-like illness, CDC recommends that you stay home for at least 24 hours

after your fever is gone except to get medical care or for other necessities. (Your fever

should be gone for 24 hours without the use of a fever-reducing medicine.)

● Cover your nose and mouth with a tissue when you cough or sneeze. Throw the tissue in the

trash after you use it.

● Wash your hands often with soap and water. If soap and water are not available, use

an alcohol-based hand rub.

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/consumer/vaccinations.htm#when-vaccinate
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/season/flu-season-2017-2018.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/disease/high_risk.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/disease/high_risk.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/protect/vaccine/pregnant.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/disease/65over.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/healthcareworkers.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/parents/index.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/protect/habits/index.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/consumer/prevention.htm


● Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth. Germs spread this way.

● Clean and disinfect surfaces and objects that may be contaminated with germs like the flu.

Take flu antiviral drugs if your doctor prescribes them.

● If you get the flu, antiviral drugs can be used to treat your illness.

● Antiviral drugs are different from antibiotics. They are prescription medicines (pills, liquid or

an inhaled powder) and are not available over-the-counter.

● Antiviral drugs can make illness milder and shorten the time you are sick. They may also

prevent serious flu complications. For people with high-risk factors, treatment with an

antiviral drug can mean the difference between having a milder illness versus a very serious

illness that could result in a hospital stay.

● Studies show that flu antiviral drugs work best for treatment when they are started within 2

days of getting sick, but starting them later can still be helpful, especially if the sick person

has a high-risk health condition or is very sick from the flu. Follow your doctor’s instructions

for taking this drug.

● Flu-like symptoms include fever, cough, sore throat, runny or stuffy nose, body aches,

headache, chills and fatigue. Some people also may have vomiting and diarrhea. People may

be infected with the flu, and have respiratory symptoms without a fever.

Important Dates:
December 7, 14, 21-Parent/Teacher Conferences
December 24-January 2  Winter Break

Michelle Dixon, principal
Christina Brown, associate principal
Lisa Lovett, secretary
Deepti Gupta, clerk
Colleen Heneghan, nurse
O�ce number:  860 648-5025
PRS website: http://prs.southwindsorschools.org/home

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/antivirals/whatyoushould.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/disease/complications.htm#complications
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/disease/high_risk.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/disease/high_risk.htm
http://prs.southwindsorschools.org/home

